ORGANIZATIONS EXPRESS THEMSELVES THROUGH THE SPACES THEY CREATE. SPACE CONVEYS WHAT THEY VALUE AND WHAT DRIVES THEIR BUSINESS. IT SAYS WHERE THEY HAVE BEEN AND WHERE THEY ARE GOING. WHEN THEIR WORKSPACE INCORPORATES THE Refined BEAUTy AND QUALITY CRAFTSMANSHIP OF MASTERS SERIES, IT SPEAKS VOLUMES WITHOUT A SINGLE WORD.

Masters Series

From the simplest request—such as unique shapes and sizes—to the complexity of tailoring componentry to fit your space, Haworth meets your design demands, and we make it easy for you. We’ll put you in a position to attract and retain talented employees through personalized, scalable office spaces that meet their needs and foster engagement.
Befitting Design

The Masters Series standard offering, combined with our Tailored Solutions™ customization capability, enables you to empower individual workstyles through unique product specification, surface finish, packaging, environmental, lead-time, or delivery requirements.

Crafted Quality

Masters Series offers a wide selection of materials—from top-quality veneers to high-pressure laminates, paint, and glass. Durable, high-quality, crafted construction helps you create the image you desire. Masters Series gives you choice in applying the right aesthetic that suits your organization—from traditional to progressive.
Make a Positive Impact

Every piece of sustainably sourced wood furniture is manufactured with an eye on environmental stewardship, achieving FSC certification. Masters Series uses only an eco-friendly, water-based ultraviolet (UV) wood finishing process called EcoShield™ for an environmentally responsible veneer production. These environmental upgrades are available at no extra charge to you.

Design Choices

Masters Series is produced in our North American factories and handcrafted to meet customer designs and specifications. Within the high-pressure laminate offering alone, designers choose from a large array of patterns—from solid colors to realistic wood grains. A mix of materials is available, including veneers, laminates, and paints. Customize with a selection of hardware and design elements.
As organizations grow and evolve, changing business strategies and employee needs impact space design. Haworth is your trusted partner to help fulfill your client’s workplace vision while maximizing their investment. To learn more, visit haworth.com/namehere.